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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a signal denoising scheme based on Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is presented. 
The denoising method is a fully data driven approach. Noisy signal is decomposed adaptively into 
intrinsic oscillatory components called Intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) using a decomposition algorithm 
called sifting process. The basic principle of the method is to decompose a speech signal into segments 
each frame is categorised as either signal-dominant or noise-dominant then reconstruct the signal with 
IMFs signal dominant frame previously filtered or thresholded. It is shown, on the basis of intensive 
simulations that EMD improves the signal to noise ratio and address the problem of signal degradation. 
The denoising method is applied to real signal with different noise levels and the results compared to 
Winner and universal threshold of DONOHO and JOHNSTONE [11] with soft and hard tresholding. The 
effect of level noise value on the performances of the proposed denoising is analysed. The study is limited 
to signals corrupted by additive white Gaussian random noise. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, a new temporal signal decomposition method, called Empirical Mode Decomposition 
(EMD), has been introduced by Huang et al. [1] for analyzing data from nonstationary and 
nonlinear processes. The major advantage of the EMD is that the basic functions are derived 
from the signal itself. Hence, the analysis is adaptive in contrast to traditional methods such as 
wavelets where the basic functions are fixed. The EMD has received more attention in terms of 
applications [2]-[3], interpretation [4]-[5], and improvement [6]-[7]. The major advantage of the 
EMD is that the basic functions are derived from the signal itself. The EMD is also used in 
speech denoising [8]. In fact, speech signal noise reduction is a well-known problem in signal 
processing. Particularly, linear methods such as the Wiener filtering [9] are largely used, 
because linear filters are easy to implement and to design. However, these methods are not 
effective when the noise estimation is not possible or when the noise is colored. To overcome 
these difficulties, nonlinear methods have been proposed and especially those based on Wavelet 
thresholding [10]-[11]. A limit of the wavelet approach is that the basic functions are fixed, and 
thus do not necessarily match all real signals. The EMD decomposes a given signal into a series 
of IMFs through an iterative process called sifting. The EMD can be seen as a type of wavelet 
decomposition, each IMF replaces the signals detail, at a certain scale or frequency band [4]. 
The presence of noise in the signal of interest will result in contamination of each of the modes 
by a greater or lesser fraction of the noise. [8], the idea of denoising is pre-filtering or 
thresholding (as defined in wavelet denoising) each IMF separately and then completely 
reconstructs the signal with all IMFs previously pre-treated. The method is seen as a denoising 
technique that preserves the important contributions of all IMFs.   
Soft and hard thresholding are a powerful technique used for removing the noise components by 
subtracting a constant value from the coefficients of the noisy signal obtained by the analysing 
transformation. However, such type of direct subtraction results in a degradation of the speech 
components, another notable work proposes an adaptive assessment threshold denoising method 
Donoho et al [11] developed a nonlinear shrinkage denoising method for statistical applications. 
The shrinkage methods rely on the basic idea that the energy of a signal (with some 
smoothness) will often be concentrated in a few coefficients in signal while the energy of noise 
is spread among all coefficients. 
In this paper, we combine EMD with adaptive thresholding Normal Shrink for this; we exploit 
the characteristics of the empirical modes from the EMD to study a new approach denoising 
signals. It is not an easy task to identify and remove these noise components without degrading 
the speech signal. Due to the frequency characteristics of IMFs, EMD makes it possible to 
remove these remaining noise components effectively. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Empirical mode decomposition algorithm is 
introduced in Section 2. denoising principle is presented in Section 3. EMD denoising in 
Section 4. Results based real speech signals are presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are 
given in Section 6. 
2. EMPIRICAL MODE DECOMPOSITION 
The empirical mode decomposition has been proposed by Huang et al. as a new signal 
decomposition method for nonlinear and/or nonstationary signals [8]. The EMD decomposes a 
given signal into a collection of oscillatory modes, called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), 
which represent fast to slow oscillations in the signal. Each IMF can be viewed as a sub-band of 
the signal. Therefore, the EMD can be viewed as sub-band signal decomposition. Conventional 
signal analysis tools, such as Fourier or wavelet-based methods, require some predefined basis 
functions to represent a signal. The EMD relies on a fully data-driven mechanism that does not 
require any a priori known basis. The algorithm operates through the following steps: 
1. Initialize the algorithm: 1j  , initialize residue )()(0 txtr  and fix the threshold  
2. Extract local maxima and minima of )(1 trj  
3. Compute the upper envelope )(tU j  and lower envelope )(tL j  by cubic spline interpolation of 
local maxima and minima, respectively 
4. Compute the mean envelope  
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5. Compute the jth component )()()( 1 tmtrth jjj    
6. )(th j  is processed as )(1 trj . Let )()(0. thth jj  and )(, tm kj .......,1,0k be the mean envelope 
of )(, th kj , then compute )()()( 1,1,, tmthth kjkjkj    until   
7. Compute the jth IMF as )()( , thtIMF kjj    
8. Update the residue )()()( 1 tIMFtrtr jjj    
9. Increase the sifting index j and repeat steps 2 to 8 until the number of local extrema in )(tr j  is 
less than 3 
The signal reconstruction process x(t), which involves combining the IMFs formed from the 
EMD and the residual 
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 3. DENOISING PRINCIPLE 
Let  )(tf j   be a noiseless IMF and jIMF its noisy version. Consider a deterministic signal )(ty  
corrupted by an additive Gaussian white random noise, )(tbj  with a noise level )(
2 tj as 
follows: )()()( tbtftIMF jjj   where  Nj ,...,1 an estimation )(
~
tf j of )(tf j based on the 
noisy observation )(tIMFj is given by ]),([)(
~
jjj tIMFtf  , where ],[ jjIMF  is a pre-
processing function, defined by a set of parameters j  , applied to signal )(tIMFj  . The 
denoising signal )(~ tx is given by:
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there are several approaches in this work, we take   is thresholding. 
4. EMD DENOISING 
The approach is based on the segmentation of the speech signal into segments of 128 samples, 
each sub-frame is categorised as either signal-dominant or noise-dominant. The classification 
pertains to the average noise power associated with that particular sub frame is described by the 
equation (6) then this sub-frame is characterized as a signal dominant sub frame, otherwise a 
noise dominant one. In case of a signal dominant sub-frame, the coefficients are not 
thresholded, since it is highly possible to degrade the speech signal, especially for high SNRs. 
In the case of a noise dominant sub frame, a thresholding is applied [12]
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With n  the standard deviation of the noise. 
4.1. NormalShrink tresholding 
The proposed method, called normal shrink is computationally more efficient and adaptive because the 
requirement to assess the threshold parameter depends on the data the threshold is computed from the 
following equation
y
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2ˆ present the noise variance estimate by the following equation 
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with yˆ the standard deviation of the level in consideration in our case to denoise IMFs, and the scale 
parameter, it depends on the size and number of the level of decomposition, and described by the 
following equation (the level wavelet corresponds our work to IMFs
j
Lklog  
kL is the size of the level, which corresponds in our work the width of the segment, is the number of 
decomposition or the number of IMFs. 
4.2. Pseudo code denoising 
The Empirical Mode Decomposition also provides the decomposition of a signal into different 
time-scales or IMFs. This means that it is also possible to filter signal components individually 
instead of the original signal. This suggests that the strategy for signal denoising based on 
wavelets may also be applied to intrinsic mode functions. Thus, we propose the following 
procedure for signal filtering: 
Entry: noisy signal 
Released: reconstructed signal 
Step A: set the stop criterion of screening and apply EMD to extract the IMF and the residue.  
Step B: decompose each IMFs band 128 samples, then set test strips or the signal dominant and 
bands or noise is dominant. 
Step C: If the signal is dominant, the strip which is kept as is to step E, if not 
Step D: use a denoising method to clean the segments or noise is dominant 
Step E: reconstruct the clean signal. 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the denoising method we performed numerical simulations 
using two databases, presenting the test signals (speech) chosen randomly from from noise.exe 
database with 8192 samples and a sampling frequency of 8000 Hz, and TIMIT database a 
sampling frequency of 16000 Hz and 16383 samples, corrupted with white Gaussian noise with 
variance 1 and mean zero to obtain the noisy signals with different values of signal to noise ratio 
SNR : 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB The SNR is determined to estimate the effectiveness of the 
method in terms of reducing the noise present in the signals by comparing the input SNR and  
the SNR at the output, the output SNR is calculated from equation, where )(~ tx is the denoised 
signal,  
 
Figure (1) displays a comparison between a speech signal contaminated by a Gaussian white 
noise and clean signals obtained by the methods studied in this paper, and Table 1 shows a 
comparison between the SNR outputs obtained from used denoising method, as shown in Figure    
(1-c) , the Wiener filter fails to clean the noised speech signal presented in  figure (1-b) and 
allows a low SNR output  proving that denoising method derived from the stationary case are 
ineffective for denoising nonstationaire signals (in our case, the speech signal). As can be 
Observed, the cleaned speech signal using the universal threshold of DONOHO and 
JOHNSTONE with soft and hard threshold shown in figure (1-d) and figure (1-e) allows a high 
SNR output as shown in Table 1, Conversely, this approach has lost too much details Compared 
to the true model in Figure (1-a), the denoising with the universal threshold of DONOHO and 
JOHNSTONE contribute a signal degradation. As can be seen, the proposed method allows to 
have a SNR output greater than the SNR output obtained the universal threshold of DONOHO 
and JOHNSTONE with soft and hard threshold as shown in Table 1 , and simultaneously, the 
denoised signal obtained by the proposed method as shown in figure ( 1 - f ) has no degradation 
of the signal compared to the true clean signal , the empirical mode decomposition combined 
with thresholding Normal Shrink denoised allows the non-stationary signals without signal 
degradation. As can be seen, the proposed method allows to have a SNR output greater than the 
SNR output obtained with the universal threshold of DONOHO and JOHNSTONE with soft 
and hard threshold as shown in Table 1 , and simultaneously, the denoised signal obtained by 
the proposed method as shown in figure (1 - f ) has no degradation of the signal compared to the 
true clean signal , the empirical mode decomposition combined with Normal Shrink threshold 
allows a great SNR output and cleans the speech signals without degradation. 
 
 
Table 1.  Comparison between true formant frequencies and those obtained via wavelet-based 
and EMD-based separation methods for a synthetic vowel /a/ by using a frame length of 1024. 
 Output SNR (dB) 
Input SNR (dB) Soft treshold Hard  treshold Winner filter Proposed method 
0 7.0562 7.5031 3.0138 8.0128 
5 10.5139 10.7205 7.0597 11.3264 
10 14.8233 15.1697 8.9439 15.3426 
15 18.5250 18.8189 10.9275 19.1137 
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Figure 1.  Waveform of: (a) clean speech, (b) noisy speech at 0dB, (c) denoised speech obtained 
by Winner filter, (d) denoised speech obtained by Donoho and hard tresholding, (e) denoised 
speech obtained by Donoho and soft tresholding, (f) denoised speech obtained by proposed 
method 
 
 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a new speech enhancement method to effectively remove the noise components is 
presented. We have combined two powerful adaptive methods: the EMD and the normal shrink 
filtering. Obtained results for speech signal contaminated with different noises with different 
SNR values ranging from 0 dB to 15 dB, showed that the proposed method performs better than 
the universal threshold of DONOHO and JOHNSTONE with soft and hard threshold and 
address the problem of signal degradation, the reported results demonstrated that the EMD-
Normal Shrink denoising method is effective for noise removal and confirmed that it is a very 
attractive method to use in general noisy contexts. 
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